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Selective thermal treatment to retina is induced by short pulsed lasers to denaturize retinal pigment
epithelium �RPE� selectively, while sparing the sensitive photoreceptors. The problem associated
with the usage of short pulsed laser is the difficulty in determining the correct dosimetry param-
eters. This study quantifies the influence of laser parameters over the therapeutic range. The laser-
tissue interaction is numerically investigated by analyzing the transient temperature in ocular tissues
during the treatment. The rate process analysis for thermal injury is employed to estimate the
selective damage of retina. The contours of Arrhenius integral value �� /�max� presented in this
study show both the area and magnitude of damage caused by various laser parameters. Results
reveal that the 2 �s pulsed laser with green wavelength and Gaussian profile is relatively more
effective for selective retinal treatment. The repetition frequency of 100 Hz is found to produce
selectively RPE damage, while higher frequencies produce collateral damage to neural retina and
choroid located within 2 �m from the RPE interface. © 2007 American Association of Physicists
in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.2718731�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser therapy to retina is used to treat a number of macular
diseases such as age-related macular degeneration, diabetic
maculopathy, central serous retinopathy, choroidal neovascu-
larization, etc. Most of the macular diseases are related to the
decline in retinal pigment epithelium �RPE� cell function. It
has been suggested that cell proliferation and restoration of
RPE barrier after the laser treatment enhances the pumping
mechanism, which produces the clinical effects of reducing
subretinal fluid and improving macular pathology.1

During laser therapy, the photons are absorbed in the tis-
sues, which results in the excitation or increase in energy of
the molecules. The increase in energy leads to a rise in tem-
perature, which breaks the weak bonds in protein, enzymes
and, thereby causing denaturation of proteins. Many proteins
are affected in the temperature range2 of 50–80 °C. The de-
gree of damage on a particular type of tissue depends on two
factors, namely magnitude and duration of temperature in-
crease. Similar tissue damage can be produced either by long
exposure to low temperature or by short exposure to high
temperature. This reciprocity between exposure duration and
temperature is the critical factor, which helps in the develop-
ment of selective retinal treatment �SRT�. The SRT coagu-

lates RPE selectively by short exposure to high temperatures.
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The radiation parameters such as laser wavelength, profile,
pulse width, and repetition frequency govern the magnitude
of temperature rise and its duration.

Conventional laser treatment uses continuous wave �cw�
laser with exposure time in the range of 100–200 ms, and
power in the range of 50–200 mW. The laser is primarily
absorbed by the melanin granules in the RPE tissue. Since
the exposure duration is relatively long, the absorbed thermal
energy spreads by heat diffusion into the neural retina and
choroid, therefore, it may destroy the photoreceptors. The
laser scar expands postoperatively and results in decrease in
central visual sensitivity, epiretinal fibrosis, and reoccurrence
of choroidal neovascularization. Alternatively, SRT uses
short laser pulses, which minimizes the heat diffusion, local-
izes the thermal energy and hence spares the neural retina.
Many previous experimental studies substantiated the possi-
bility of producing SRT with pulsed lasers and analyzed the
effect of laser parameters to enhance the selectivity, which is
briefly reviewed below.

A. Influence of wavelength

Mainster2,3 studied the effect of wavelength based on ab-
sorption characteristics of melanin. Mainster conferred the
undesirable effects of blue wavelength and the advantage of

using green or red lasers. Further, Mainster recommended
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selection of wavelength based on type and severity of dis-
ease; near infrared lasers are preferred over the visible lasers
for severe subretinal hemorrhage, while visible laser are pre-
ferred for thin hemorrhage. However, many experimental
studies3 showed that the selection of wavelength for conven-
tional cw photocoagulation is not a critical factor for a better
clinical outcome.

B. Influence of pulse width

SRT using 5 �s laser pulses with pulse energy in the
range of 2–10 �J at a repetition rate of 500 Hz was first
carried out in rabbits by Roider et al.4 with 110 mm retinal
spot size. They analyzed both the cw and pulsed lasers at
various laser energies and exposure durations. They observed
the proliferation of RPE cells after the SRT, at the periphery
of lesion towards the center of the irradiated site. Further,
they showed that it is impossible to produce selective dam-
age by the cw laser, even with exposure durations in the
order of a few milliseconds.

SRT in humans was performed by Roider et al.5 with
1.7 �s green laser at 500 Hz for a retinal spot diameter of
160 �m. The SRT disrupts RPE without producing ophthal-
moscopically visible white or gray lesions. The white or gray
lesion, formed during the cw photocoagulation, is due to the
destruction of photoreceptors, which alters the scattering
characteristics of the neural retina. They also showed effec-
tiveness of SRT in treating the macular diseases like central
serous retinopathy, drusen maculopathy, and diabetic macul-
opathy. Thus, it is evident that for these macular diseases, the
therapeutic efficacy is associated with destruction of RPE
and not with the destruction of photoreceptors. Auto-
fluorescence imaging by Framme et al.6 after the SRT
showed leakage from the irradiated site, proved the damag-
ing of RPE by short pulsed lasers.

Influence of pulse width and pulse number was studied by
Framme et al.7 with rabbits using 1.7 �s, 200 ns green laser
at constant repetition rate of 100 Hz. They measured thresh-
old energy, and energy required to produce 50% of the dam-
age, for various pulse widths and pulse numbers. Their
analysis was based on the safety margin factor, which is
defined as the ratio of threshold energies required to produce
84% of angiographically visible lesion and 16% of ophthal-
moscopically visible lesion. They showed high safety margin
factors for short pulse width and high number of pulses.

C. Influence of repetition frequency

Roider8,9 and Brinkmann10 studied the primary interaction
mechanism involved in nanosecond laser treatment. For
pulse width in the range of microseconds, the threshold en-
ergy is proportional to N−1/4, where N is the number of
pulses. Effect of duty factor, defined as ratio of pulse-on time
to the total pulse time, was studied by Berger11 with a sim-
plified two-dimensional model of the eye. They analyzed the
thermal localization by comparing the temperature of RPE
�TRPE� to that of the deep choroid �Tch�. Comparison of cw
with pulsed laser showed better localization �higher

TRPE/Tch� for pulsed lasers with low duty factor �2%�.
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Mainster2 discussed the additive effect for different duty fac-
tors and explained the temperature increase based on the
N−1/4 law. This study described lower irradiance requirement
for higher frequencies, which leads to reduced thermome-
chanical damage and iatrogenic hemorrhage.

Summarizing the past literature above shows that, al-
though there have been several experimental studies, the in-
fluences of laser parameters for retina are not well quantified
owing to the difficulty in measuring the actual temperature
during the photocoagulation. Furthermore, variation in thick-
ness and melanin concentration of RPE contributes to error
in experimental studies. Similar laser power could cause su-
prathreshold damage for heavy pigmentation, which pro-
duces damage to photoreceptors or could lead to subthresh-
old damage for low pigmentation, which does not produce
the required therapeutic damage. Another important factor to
be analyzed is the thermal diffusion after each laser pulse-on
time, which can cause thermal damage to photoreceptors and
choroid.

The current study is aimed at identifying the therapeutic
range of laser parameters including wavelength, profile,
pulse width, and repetition frequency by studying the tempo-
ral and spatial variations of temperature. Further, the impact
of variation of melanin concentration over threshold energy
requirement is analyzed. The selectivity of the treatment is
analyzed using the rate process model for thermal damage,
based on unimolecular chemical kinetics �discussed in detail
in Sec. II E�.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Geometry

The geometrical description of the eye, given by
Charles,12 is used to create an axi-symmetric model of a
complete eye as shown in Fig. 1�a�. This model consists of
nine different eye compartments: cornea, lens, iris, aqueous
humour, vitreous humour, neural retina, RPE, choroid, and
sclera. The thickness of neural retina, RPE, choroid and
sclera are key parameters for the determination of correct
laser heat source. The thickness of retina ranges from
500 �m near the optic nerve region to 50 �m near ora
serrata.13 Similarly, the thicknesses of choroid and sclera
have maximum values near the optic nerve and minimum
values near the equator.13,14 Hence, the average thicknesses
of 10, 190, 250, and 700 �m are used for RPE, neural retina,
choroid, and sclera, respectively.15 The close-up view of
RPE, neural retina and choroid regions is shown in Fig. 1�b�.

B. Governing equation

The calculation of laser-tissue interaction is carried out by
solving the following transient heat conduction equation,
with temporal and spatial dependent laser heat source,
throughout the various regions of ocular tissues using finite

volume discretization technique
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���CT�
�t

= � • �k � T� + S�z,r,t� , �1�

where k is the thermal conductivity �W/m K�, � is the den-
sity �kg/m3�, C is the specific heat capacity �J /kg K�, and S
is the volumetric laser source term �W/m3�, which varies
spatially and temporally �discussed in detail in Sec. II D�. A
previous study �Welch et al., 1980� has suggested that a very
minor role is played by the local blood perfusion rate in
tissue in laser treatment. Since the heating lasts less than 1 s,
the effect of local blood perfusion is neglected in the study.

In a normal eye, vitreous flows through retina at a flow
rate of 0.14 �L/min.16 In order to delineate possible cooling
effect by the vitreous, an initial computation is conducted by
including convection terms in the governing equation. The

FIG. 1. Two-dimensional meshing of the eye model used in the present
laser-tissue interaction study. �a� Axi-symmetric eye model. �b� Close-up
view of area of interest.

TABLE I. The values of the thermo-physical propertie

Properties Vitreous H

Thermal conductivity �W/m K� 0.60
Density �kg/m3� 100
Specific heat capacity �J /kg K� 417

a
Reference 13.
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comparison of results with no convection shows that the tem-
perature rise remains unaffected by vitreous outflow. This is
due to the low flow rate of vitreous and short duration, few
hundred milliseconds, of the laser photocoagulation. Hence,
the convection due to ocular hydrodynamics is neglected for
all the results presented in this study.

Thermo-physical properties of each ocular structure are
critical for the evaluation of actual temperature elevation
during laser therapy. The properties of ocular tissues based
on a previous study13 are given in Table I. The value of
thermal conductivity of choroid is unavailable in the litera-
ture. In this study, we assume that its thermal properties are
similar to that of the retina, based on the assumption that
water is the major component of both tissues.

C. Heat source distribution

The heat generation rate due to laser-tissue interaction
depends on two parameters, namely, the fluence rate and the
absorption coefficient. It is given by

S�r,z,t� = �a�z���r,z� , �2�

where �a is the absorption coefficient, which depends on
type of tissue and incident laser wavelength, �, and ��r ,z� is
the fluence rate �W/m2�. The fluence rate depends on many
parameters, including laser intensity, spot diameter, and op-
tical properties of tissues such as scattering and absorption. If
absorption dominates scattering ��a��s�, the fluence rate is
governed by the Beer-Lambert law as

� =
I0

�R2 exp�− �az� for �a � �s, �3�

where R is the radius of laser spot �m�, I0 is the incident laser
power �W� and z is the depth of the irradiated material �m�.
For materials whose scattering is of the order of absorption,
the fluence rate predicted by the Beer-Lambert law may not
be accurate.17,18 Welch17 developed an alternative fluence
rate based on combined scattering and absorption character-
istics. They suggested the fluence rate for considerable scat-
tering as

� =
I0

�R2 exp�− ��a + �1 − g��s�z� for �a � �s, �4�

where g is the anisotropy factor, which is the cosine of av-
erage scattering angle. Since ocular tissues possess highly
forward scattering characteristics �anisotropy factor, g,
ranges from 0.85 to 0.97�, the assumption holds good for

ocular tissues used in the numerical computations.

ra Retinaa Choroid Scleraa

0.628 0.628 0.58
1000 1000 1050
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ocular tissues. In order to predict the accurate heat source
values, the scattering and absorption characteristics of all
ocular tissues, namely vitreous humour, neural retina, RPE,
choroid and sclera are incorporated. The values of �a, �s and
anisotropy factor g �Table II� are taken from the in vitro
results by Hammer.19 They employed double-integrating
sphere technique and inverse Monte Carlo simulation to cal-
culate the optical properties of ocular tissue. In this study, an
anisotropy factor of 84% is used for RPE and the energy
scattered in the direction other than the direction of the laser
beam is ignored. Hence, the scattering coefficient has an ap-
preciable effect on the heat source distribution, as shown in
Table II. Further, since there were no previous experimental
studies of the exact value of scattering coefficient, we used
the values reported in Hammer.19

The variation of laser intensity along radial direction de-
pends on the profile of the beam. For top-hat profile, i.e.,
uniform intensity along radial direction, the heat source for a
particular ocular tissue is

S�z,r,t� = �on
I0�a�z�

�R2 exp�− ��a + �1 − g��s�z� , �5�

where �on is a multiplication factor used to simulate pulsed
laser, which has a value of one or zero corresponding to on
and off duration, respectively. For Gaussian profile, variation
of incident intensity along the radial direction is also in-
cluded as follows:

TABLE III. The value of pre-exponential factor and a
present study to compute the Arrhenius integral valu

Reference
Tempe

range

Takata et al.a 	3
316
T

Bringruber, Hillenkamp and Gabelb 323

aReference 23.
b

TABLE II. The values of optical properties of ocular

Ocular
tissue

Wavelength
� �nm�

Absorption
�a �m−1�

Neural
retina

527 �green� 0.421
650 �red� 0.125

810 �infrared� 0.069
RPE 527 110.243

650 84.063
810 41.570

Choroid 527 15.939
650 8.626
810 4.288

Sclera 527 0.411
650 0.202
810 0.032
Reference 21.
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S�z,r,t� = �on
2I0�a�z�

�R2

�exp�− ��a + �1 − g��s�z� • exp�− 2r2

R2 � , �6�

where r is the radial distance from the central line of the
laser path in cylindrical coordinate system �m�.

D. Boundary conditions

Thermal boundary conditions are required on all sides of
the domain to solve the heat diffusion equation. At the axis
zero heat flux condition �symmetry� is imposed:

�T

�r
= 0 �along the axis� . �7�

The actual boundary conditions at the ends of sclera and
cornea are unknown. In previous numerical analysis by
Amera,13 convective heat transfer or mixed-type boundary
conditions were used at the ends of sclera and cornea. Fur-
ther, Amera has analyzed the effect of boundary conditions
by applying a wide range of convection heat transfer coeffi-
cients. The results showed the insignificant effect of bound-
ary conditions over the solution. This is because of the sig-
nificant difference in length scale associated with the eye
geometry �in mm� and the size of the laser spot �in �m�.
Moreover, since total time exposure is in the range of a few

ion energy Ea for different temperatures used in the

Pre-exponential
factor A �s−1�

Activation energy
Ea �J /mole�

0
3 4.3�1064 4.2�105

1044 2.93�105

s for green, red and infrared laser.

Scattering
�s �m−1�

Anisotropy
factor g �a+ �1−g��s

34.188 0.97 1.45
25.254 0.97 0.88
21.866 0.97 0.72

114.637 0.84 128.58
123.161 0.84 103.77
162.126 0.84 67.51

73.587 0.87 25.51
57.363 0.87 16.08
51.188 0.87 10.94
89.827 0.9 9.39
68.272 0.9 7.03
50.617 0.9 5.09
ctivat
e �.

rature
�K�

16
	32


T
tissue
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hundred milliseconds, the domain behaves as infinite length
in the z direction.

In order to validate the applicability of the boundary con-
dition, as an initial step, two limiting boundary conditions,
i.e., constant temperature �Dirichlet B.C.� and zero heat flux
�Newmann B.C�, are analyzed. The maximum temperature
obtained by the two cases differs only by 0.02%. Thus, the
zero heat flux boundary condition is applied for all calcula-
tions presented in this study

�T

�n
= 0 �along the periphery of sclera and cornea� . �8�

E. Rate process analysis of thermal damage

The rate process analysis for thermal damage was first
reported by Moritz and Henriques.20 In their work, thermal
damage to tissue at time t was quantified using a single pa-
rameter, �, which is calculated from an Arrhenius integral as
follows:

��t� = A�
0

t

exp�− Ea/RuT�t��d� , �9�

where A is the frequency or pre-exponential factor �1/s�, Ea

is the activation energy barrier �J/mole�, Ru is the universal
gas constant �8.32 J /mole K� and T is the absolute tempera-
ture �K�. The effect of both magnitude and duration of tem-
perature increase is included in the Arrhenius integral value
���, as it involves integration of temperature over time.
Thus, the value of � is a measure of the accumulative ther-
mal damage caused by the laser treatment.

The rate process model of thermal damage is based on
first-order unimolecular chemical kinetics. Detailed deriva-
tion of the rate process model has been described in many
earlier studies.17,20–22 The values of Ea and A for laser treat-
ment were measured by many previous experimental
studies.22 Welch18 showed that the activation energy remains
constant for a wide range of temperatures, while the pre-
exponential factor increases with temperature. The activation

TABLE IV. Summary of runs. Case 1 is the validation
the reference base line case. Laser parameters �in bol
over the selectivity of the treatment.

Runs
�

��m� Profile
�tp

��s�

1 Validation 527 Top hat 1.7
2 Base case 527 Top hat 2
3 � 650 Top hat 2
4 810 Top hat 2
5 Profile 527 Gaussian 2
6 �tp 527 Top hat 20
7 527 Top hat 200
8 Repetition

Frequency
527 Top hat 2

9 527 Top hat 2
energy and the frequency factor of retina for different tem-
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perature ranges used in this study are shown in Table III.
Experimental results by Takata23 showed that the tempera-
ture rise of up to 6 °C produces negligible damage and
hence zero value is used for pre-exponential factor A for
temperatures less than 316 K. An experimental investigation
by Bringruber21 was conducted at a temperature of 350 K.

perature with experimental results. Case 2 serves as
varied as shown in runs 3–9 to show their influence

ergy
ulse

J�

Repetition
frequency

�Hz� n

Exposure
duration

�ms�

Average
power
�mW�

0 100 30 300 10
2.5 500 50 100 11.25
4 500 50 100 12
2 500 50 100 21
4 500 50 100 7
5 500 50 100 12.5
0 500 50 100 15
0 100 50 500 3
6 1000 50 50 16

FIG. 2. Comparison of base line temperature �lowest temperature at the end
of each pulse� of present results with experimental results by Schule et al.
�2004�. The laser parameters are: wavelength—green, profile—top-hat,
pulse width—1.7 �s, energy/pulse—100 �J, frequency—100 Hz, number
of tem
d� are

En
/p
��

10
2
2
4
1
2
3
3
1

of pulses—30, spot diameter—160 �m.
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We assume in the present numerical study the values of Ea

and A from Bringruber21 are applicable to temperatures
above 323 K. Trapezoidal rule is employed to compute the
value of � �Eq. �9�� and the mean temperature is used to
select the values of Ea and A.

F. Finite volume method

The finite volume mesh is generated in Gambit 2.1.0 us-
ing the Cooper scheme with �60,000 cells of quadrilateral
elements. Heat conduction equation is solved using finite
volume method. Double precision coupled solver with
second-order time implicit scheme is employed to discretize
the governing equations. A second-order upwind scheme is
adapted for the energy equation. Convergence criterion for
the energy equation24,25 is kept at 10−6, which is an order of
magnitude lower than recommended values. Mesh indepen-
dency is checked by increasing the number of elements in
the RPE region by 20% over the current mesh and both the

FIG. 3. Comparison of source profiles and resulting temperatures for all
three wavelengths �527, 650, 810 nm�. �a� Variation of laser heat source
profiles along the depth. The regions of neural retina, RPE and choroid are
shown in the graph. The green wavelength has high absorption in all three
layers followed by the red and infrared rays. �b� Predicted maximum tem-
perature along the centerline of the laser beam.
results are compared. The finer mesh showed less than 1%
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difference in temperature. For detailed numerical technique
on finite volume method, our earlier publications24,25 on laser
and x-ray heating may be referred to.

III. RESULTS

The success of selective retinal photocoagulation depends
primarily on the laser parameters. The results from this study
quantitatively show the influence of laser parameters such as
wavelength, laser profile, pulse width, repetition frequency
on the selective damage of RPE. The summary of different
computations performed is listed in Table IV.

A base line computation �case 2� is carried out with the
following laser parameters: wavelength �—527 nm �green�,
profile—top-hat, pulse width �tp—2 �s, energy/pulse—
22.5 �J, frequency f—500 Hz, and number of pulses n—50,
exposure duration—100 ms and average power—11.25 mW.
The spot diameter of 100 �m is kept the same in all compu-
tations.

The effects of laser parameters are studied by varying the
corresponding values �Table IV� from the base line case. The
transient temperature and the Arrhenius integral value, �, are
obtained from the cases. The temperature profile along the
center of the laser is analyzed to study the deposition and
diffusion of thermal energy. The ratio of maximum tempera-
ture at the RPE �TRPE� to the temperature at the neural retina
�TNR�, 5 �m away from the RPE-neural retina interface, is
used to quantify the “selectivity.” The energy/pulse for each
case is varied in order to achieve an � value of near 1 �Table
IV�. Since � is a highly nonlinear function of temperature, it
is not trivial to obtain a specific value, e.g., a unique value of
1, at a particular location for all laser parameters. Though the
order of magnitude of �max is �1, it differs from one case to
another. Thus, using the new value of �max for each case,
further normalization of contours � /�max is necessary for
improving comparison of the effects of laser parameters on
thermal damage. Since the �max value for all runs is �1, the
contour plots show comparable magnitude and area of dam-
age. A higher value � /�max at neural retina signifies more
damage to the photoreceptors, while a lower value represents
selective damage of RPE.

A. Validation

The definition of laser parameters used in the study such
as energy/pulse, repetition frequency and average power, in
terms of pulse width and pulse power, are given in Fig. 2�a�.
The results of this present calculation are validated with the
in vivo temperature measurements taken by Schule26 using
optoacoustic methods. They conducted an experiment by ap-
plying 30 pulses of 1.7 �s green laser at 100 Hz with 100 �J
pulse energy. The base line temperature, defined as tempera-
ture at the end of each pulse-off cycle, was measured during
the treatment. The calculation for the present study is con-
ducted with the same laser parameters �Table IV: case 1�
with initial temperature of 34 °C. Figure 2�b� shows the
variation of the base line temperature with number of pulses
for experimental26 and present study. A log-fit curve to the

experimental result is also shown in Fig. 2�b�. The tempera-
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ture predicted by present study is higher than the experimen-
tal study and the average deviation is 3.5% and maximum
deviation is within 8%. The deviation may be due to local
variation of RPE thickness and melanin concentration. Fur-
ther, the experimental results26 have a standard deviation of
17% due to the usage of material constants of porcine RPE.

B. Effect of wavelength

The melanin granules in RPE have strong absorption
characteristics for wavelengths in the visible range, and its
absorption decreases with increase in wavelength. The influ-
ence of wavelength is studied by analyzing three frequently
used wavelengths �Table IV: cases 2, 3, and 4� namely green
�527 nm�, red �650 nm�, and infrared �810 nm�. The absorp-
tion coefficient of RPE for red and infrared lasers is lower
than that of green laser. Hence, the energy/pulse for red and
infrared lasers is increased from 22.5 of the base case to 24
and 42 �J, respectively, in order to obtain an � value of
around 1. The thermal energy deposited as depicted by the
heat source profiles given by Eq. �5� is shown in Fig. 3�a�.
For all the three wavelengths, the heat generation is high in
RPE and few orders of magnitude lower in neural retina and
choroid. The main advantage of green laser is the high ab-
sorption �47% of incident energy in RPE, while it is �42%
and �25% for red and infrared rays, respectively. The ad-
vantages of red and infrared rays over green rays are that the
value of heat source at the interface of RPE and neural retina
is low and absorption in the neural retina is significantly less
than that of green rays.

Figure 3�b� shows comparison of the resulting tempera-

FIG. 4. Contours of � /�max for all three wavelengths at the end of 50 puls
to RPE �high �max�, while infrared produces minimum damage. The contou
tures at the end of the 50th pulse along the center of the laser
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beam. The green laser produces temperature of around 98 °C
at RPE, while infrared produces a temperature of 94 °C.
Although green laser results in higher energy absorptions in
both the RPE and neuro retina layers than either red or in-
frared laser, the enhancement in the green laser absorption is
significant in the RPE, while it is modest in the neuro retina
layer. Therefore, one notes a higher ratio of TRPE/TNR for
green laser. The value of TRPE/TNR is 1.74 for green, 1.70 for
red, and 1.59 for infrared laser. The higher temperature ratio
implies relatively better selective damage of the RPE.

Contours of � /�max for three wavelengths are shown in
Fig. 4. Since �max value for all runs is �1 �near 1�, these
contours show both area and level of damage. The actual
value of � can be obtained by multiplying the contour value
with �max, which is also shown in the figure. The location of
RPE is from −5 to +5 �m. The contours for green wave-
length show that the thermal damage is limited to RPE, as
the value of � /�max is 0.01 at neural retina and choroid. The
contours of red and infrared show the significant damage
beyond RPE to neural retina and choroid. The value of
� /�max at neural retina is 0.1 and 0.3 for red and infrared
lasers, respectively. Hence, despite the advantage of a low
heat source at interface of RPE-neural retina and lower ab-
sorption in neural retina, the red and infrared produces ther-
mal damage to neural retina. Thus, the fraction of energy
absorbed in the RPE is the main criteria for selectivity of the
treatment.

Further, the threshold energy required for green laser is
lower than that of red and infrared rays. Another important
factor to be considered is the amount of transmitted energy

r the same laser power, the green wavelength produces maximum damage
red and infrared rays show damage to neural retina and choroid.
es. Fo
rs of
�unabsorbed laser energy leaving the sclera�, as higher trans-
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mission may be the result in postoperative complications.
For green laser almost 70% of incident energy is absorbed,
whereas it is 65% and 50% for red and infrared rays, respec-
tively. Thus, based on selective effect, lower threshold en-
ergy requirement, and transmission criteria, the green laser is
preferred over red and infrared lasers.

C. Effect of laser beam profile

The intensity pattern of laser along radial direction de-
pends on the transverse electro-Magnetic �TEM� operating
mode of the laser. The fundamental mode �TEM00� produces
a Gaussian profile, while the multimode produces a near uni-
form intensity profile �top hat�, over the spot diameter. In this
study, the effect of the laser profile on the therapeutic effect

FIG. 5. Comparison of temperature and � for Gaussian and top-hat laser
Gaussian profile results in high temperature at the center of the beam. �b� C
profile show selective damage along the radial direction.
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is analyzed by comparing computations with two different
laser profiles: Gaussian and top hat �Table IV: cases 2 and 5�.
The energy/pulse of Gaussian profile is reduced to 14 �J to
result in a similar �max.

Figure 5�a� shows resulting temperature along the radial
direction at the end of the 50 pulses for two profiles. The
Gaussian profile produces a temperature of �55 °C at the
center of the beam, while the top-hat profile produces a tem-
perature of �60 °C. Since the intensity of Gaussian profile
is low near the edge of the laser spot, it produces lower
temperatures outside the laser spot. The contours of � /�max

for the two profiles are shown in Fig. 5�b�. The contour for
the beam with the Gaussian profile show selective damage in
the radial direction. Since the Gaussian distribution requires

profiles. �a� Temperature along radial direction at the end of 50 pulses.
urs of � /�max for Gaussian and top-hat profile. The contours of Gaussian
beam
onto
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lower threshold energy than top hat and it produces selective
damage along the radial direction, it is preferable to that of
top hat.

D. Effect of pulse width

The effect of pulse width in selective damage was suc-
cessfully demonstrated by a number of experiments.4–7 The
main supporting argument for the selection of short-pulsed

FIG. 6. Comparison of laser power and temperature for all three pulse
widths 2 �s �Case 2�, 20 �s �Case 6�, and 200 �s �Case 7�. �a� variation of
pulse power and pulse-off duration with pulse width, �b� temperature along
the centerline of the beam at the end of 1, 10, 25, 50th pulse for all pulse
widths. The maximum temperature augmentation occurs within ten pulses
and further increase in number of pulses does not produce significant addi-
tional temperature rise.
laser is that it reduces the thermal diffusion to the surround-
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ing tissue, and thus, causes selective damage of RPE. How-
ever, the energy diffusing after the pulse-on can increase the
temperature of neural retina and choroid. The current study
evaluates the effectiveness of short-pulsed laser in terms of
temperature and the Arrhenius integral value.

Three pulse widths 2, 20, and 200 �s �Table IV: cases 2,
6, and 7� are analyzed in this study. The energy/pulse of 20
and 200 �s pulses is increased to 25 and 30 �J in order to
compensate for diffusion losses. The variation of laser power
and the pulse-off duration for all pulse widths are shown in
Fig. 6�a�. The temperature profiles along the central axis at
the end of different number of pulses are shown in Fig. 6�b�.
For all pulse widths, the maximum temperature is nearly
achieved within the first ten pulses and only moderate tem-
perature rise occurs between the tenth and 50th pulses. For
2 �s pulse, there is no significant conduction occurring dur-
ing the pulse-on duration and thus, the thermal energy is
confined to the RPE. This, in turn, results in minimum tem-
perature of �50 °C at the neural retina for 2 �s pulse. In
case of 200 �s pulse width, higher thermal diffusion of en-
ergy into neural retina is observed. This results in higher
temperature of �70 °C in a significant portion �till ±5 �m�
of the neural retina.

The diffusion after the end of the 2 �s pulse-on duration
is studied by analyzing the transient temperature profiles
along the center axis at different times after the 50th pulse.
Figure 7 shows a temperature increase in neural retina and
choroid from 50 to 65 °C at around 50 �s after the end of
the 50th pulse. Thus, even for 2 �s pulse width, diffusion
after the pulse increases the temperature of neural retina.
However, the temperature drops from 65 to 60 °C at around
200 �s after the end of the 50th pulse. As mentioned earlier,
the damage depends on both magnitude and duration of tem-
perature increase. Thus, the value of � needs to be analyzed
to find selectivity of the treatment.

Figure 8 shows contours of � /�max for all pulse widths.
The values of �max are 1.0837, 0.8593, and 0.5929 for 2, 20,
and 200 �s, respectively. The � /�max contours for 200 �s
show the significant damage to neural retina and choroid and
the value of � /�max is 0.3 at neural retina. For 20 �s pulse

FIG. 7. Spreading of deposited energy after the pulse-on period for 2 �s
laser treatment. The temperature of neural retina increases to 65 °C at 50 �s
after the end of 50 pulses.
width, the damage occurs till ±5 �m from the interface of
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RPE-neural retina. For 2 �s, the damage occurs only to the
RPE and the value of � /�max is around 0.01 in the neural
retina and choroid regions. Thus, despite the temperature rise
in the neural retina after the pulse-on, the 2 �s pulse pro-
duces selective damage. This is due to high temperature at
RPE �Fig. 6�b�� and short duration of temperature increase in
neural retina �Fig. 7�. The short-pulsed laser effectively pro-
duces selective damage to the RPE, sparing the neural retina
and choroid.

E. Effect of repetition frequency

The repetition frequency or duty factor is another impor-
tant parameter in selective retinal photocoagulation treat-
ment. Previous studies by Mainster2 used repetition fre-
quency in the range of 100–1000 Hz. In this study, the
influence of repetition frequency is analyzed by simulating
three cases �Table IV: cases 2, 8, and 9� with repetition fre-
quencies of 100, 500, and 1000 Hz. In all the cases, 50
pulses of 2 �s pulse width are used. The energy/pulse for
100 and 1000 Hz is changed based on N−1/4 law �N- number
of pulses� to 30 and 16 �J, respectively. Figure 9�a� shows
the variation of pulse-off duration and average power for all
repetition frequencies.

The transient temperature at the center of RPE for all
frequencies is shown in Fig. 9�b�. The maximum temperature

FIG. 8. Contours of � /�max for all pulse widths 2, 20, and 200 �s. The dam
the 2 �s produce selective RPE damage.
at the end of each pulse remains the same for 100 Hz
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and does not show any cumulative effect, while the high
frequency 1000 Hz shows a strong cumulative effect in the
temperature increase. In case of 100 Hz, the pulse-off cycle
duration is sufficiently long, so that the temperature of RPE
drops to the initial temperature before the next pulse cycle.
For 1000 Hz, the pulse-off cycle duration is much shorter,
and does not allow enough time for dissipation of thermal
energy in the interim period. This results in augmentation of
thermal energy and cumulative increase in temperature to a
value of �95 °C in RPE at the end of the 50 pulses.

Figure 10 shows the temperature for all three frequencies
along the centerline of the laser beam after 50 pulses. The
maximum temperature of 100 °C occurs at RPE for all rep-
etition frequencies. The frequency of 100 Hz produces lower
temperature of 40 °C at neural retina, while a temperature of
65 °C is obtained for 1000 Hz. The value of TRPE/TNR is
high 2.30 for 100 Hz pulse and it is 1.50 for 1000 Hz. Thus,
high frequencies result in relatively increased diffusion of
thermal energy to the neural retina due to less dissipation of
energy during pulse-off duration.

Figure 11 illustrates the � /�max contours for all repeti-
tion frequencies. The frequency of 100 Hz shows selective
damage to the RPE, while frequencies of 500 and 1000 Hz
show damages to neural retina and choroid. The �max values
are 1.7082, 1.0837, and 0.9640 for 100, 500, and 1000 Hz,
respectively. It is evident from the contours that the area of
damage increases as repetition frequency increases. The

to neural retina and choroid is significant in the cases of 20, 200 �s, while
age
� /�max value of 0.3 at neural retina is obtained for 1000 Hz.
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Hence, based on temperature and � /�max contours, the rep-
etition frequency of 100 Hz produces selective damage with
a low threshold energy requirement.

IV. DISCUSSION

The knowledge of accurate temperature increase during
SRT is critical for the evaluation of therapeutic efficacy of
the treatment. Present numerical study predicts the tempera-
ture during SRT for various laser parameters. The heat
source, caused by the laser-tissue interaction, is modeled by
three important optical properties of tissues, such as, absorp-
tion coefficient, scattering coefficient, and anisotropy factor.
Further, unimolecular chemic kinetics is employed to find a
measure of total thermal damage �Arrhenius integral value
�� caused during pulsed-laser treatments. In addition to tem-

FIG. 9. Comparison of laser power and temperature for all for repetition freq
power with repetition frequency. Same energy/pulse of 10 �J is used for a
frequency of 1000 Hz shows strong cumulative effect in temperature with n
end of each pulse.
perature, the present work compares the Arrhenius integral
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value � for various laser parameters. One advantage of the
current model is to identify a combination of laser param-
eters to achieve a maximum Arrhenius integral around 1 at
the RPE, therefore, to evaluate thermal damages in different
regions. Contours of � /�max are plotted for the RPE, neural
retina, and choroid regions �Figs. 4, 5�b�, 8, and 11� for as-
sessing collateral damage to the vicinity of the RPE. These
contours show both the area and the magnitude of the dam-
age caused during the treatment, which demonstrates the in-
fluence of laser parameters on the selectivity value.

The present study illustrates the beneficial effect of green
ray over the red and infrared rays for short-pulsed lasers. The
green laser has high absorption in neural retina and high
value of heat source at the interface of RPE and neural retina.
Despite these disadvantages, the � /�max contours show a

es of 100, 500 and 1000 Hz. �a� Variation of pulse-off duration and average
etition frequencies. �b� Transient temperature rise for all frequencies. The
r of pulses, while frequency of 100 Hz shows the same temperature at the
uenci
ll rep
umbe
low value of 0.01 at the neural retina for green and higher
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values of 0.1 and 0.3 for red and infrared rays, respectively.
Further, the present study validates the effectiveness of short
pulsed laser in minimizing the damage to neural retina. Even
though the temperature of neural retina increases for 2 �s
case due to the diffusion of stored thermal energy from RPE,
the short-pulsed laser show minimum damage �� /�max

=0.01� to neural retina. The spot diameter is held at 100 �m
for all the cases present in this study. The variation of spot
diameter will have an impact over the selection of repetition
frequency and the pulse width. Hence, further study with
different spot diameter in conjunction with repetition fre-
quency is required to find complete range of laser parameters
required for the selective damage of RPE.

Unlike laser photocoagulation of small blood vessels in
other laser treatments, significant water vaporization and ex-
plosion in blood are not considered in the current model.
Blood vessels are present in the neural retina and choriocap-
illaris in the eye. In a previous theoretical simulation of tem-
perature field during laser therapy for port wine stain �Jia et
al., 2006�, 108 °C was selected as the temperature at which
water vaporization occurs. This temperature is much higher
than the maximum temperatures in both the neural retina and
choroid when the maximum � is kept around 1. Therefore,
the current model may still be accurate in assessing the ther-
mal transport in the RPE and its vicinity.

The limitation of this study is that the laser-tissue interac-
tion is assumed to cause uniform heat source in the RPE. The
laser is mainly absorbed by melanin granules of RPE and
then energy diffuses to the neighboring cells. The melanin
granules have a diameter of about 0.5 �m, and are separated
by mean distance of 1.2 �m.21 The time required to reach
uniform heat source by diffusion is around 1–2 �s. Further,
Brinkmann et al.10 showed that the local melanin granules
temperature depends on both density of melanin granules
and the pulse duration. They showed that the temperature of
single melanin increases by a factor of 3 when pulse duration
is changed from microsecond to nanosecond. The peak tem-
peratures obtained at melanin will lead to thermomechanical
damages. In addition, recent studies by Schuele27 show that
transition from thermal damage to thermomechanical dam-
age occurs in the range of 50 �s pulse duration. Hence, in

FIG. 10. Temperature along the centerline of the laser beam for all repetition
frequencies at the end of 50 pulses.
order to model photocoagulation accurately, a nonuniform
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heat absorption model as shown by Thompson28 could be
used in conjunction with two phase models. Developing
these models to evaluate thermomechanical effects is not a
trivial task as it would require not only accounting of latent
heat �using thermodynamic principles� but also phase change
�multi-phase model� with formation and bursting of bubbles
�interface tracking�. To the author’s knowledge such a com-
plex multi-physics model does not exist at this time. This
study is a base line numerical study, which could be im-
proved upon with additional physics in the near future.

Further, uni-molecular chemical kinetics is not a suitable
assumption for such high temperatures. Hence, the present
study uses a uniform heat source assumption along with rate
process analysis, to evaluate thermal damage caused by dif-
ferent laser parameters. Thus a more detailed analysis includ-
ing two phase heat transfer should be developed to precisely
predict the effect of laser parameters and is recommended for
future work.

V. CONCLUSION

The laser tissue interaction during retinal treatment is ana-
lyzed to quantify thermal effects of variable laser parameters
over selective damage of RPE using a numerical model of
the eye. The results, based on Arrhenius integral value �,
show both the area and magnitude of damage caused during
the laser photocoagulation. Among different wavelengths,
green laser is found to be more effective as it has high ab-
sorption in RPE. The damage caused by Gaussian profile
shows selective damage along the radial direction. The ben-
eficial effect of short-pulsed lasers over selectivity is ex-
plained using both instantaneous temperatures and � con-
tours. The � contours show an increase in the area of
damage with repetition frequency. The 100 Hz has better se-
lective damage of RPE, while 1000 Hz produces more dam-
age to the neural retina. The ratio of instantaneous tempera-
tures TRPE/TNR, also shows the dissipation effects of higher
frequency.

NOMENCLATURE
A  frequency or pre-exponential factor �1/s�
C  specific heat capacity �J /Kg K�

Ea  activation energy �J/mole�
f  laser frequency
g  anisotropic factor
I0  incident power of laser �W�
k  thermal conductivity �W/m K�
n  number of pulse
r  radius �m�
R  radius of the laser spot �m�

Ru  universal gas constant − 8.32 �J /mole K�
S  laser heat source �W/m3�
t  time �second�

�tp  pulse duration �second�
T  temperature �K�
z  depth �m�
�  density of tissue �kg/m3�
�a  absorption coefficient �1/m�
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�s  scattering coefficient �1/m�
�  fluence rate �W/m2�
�  Arrhenius integral value
�  laser wavelength �nm�
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